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Fall session to· incorporate
New -BGS, BFA degrees
Dr. William C. Wester, Edgecliff'& Vice-President for Academic
Affairs and Dean, has announced
the initiation of two new degree
programs to accommodate atudenta
attending the college.
The Bachelor of General Studies
Degree (BGS) waa introduced for
the creative or excellent student
who wishes to map out hia own
college program. Thia degree iB alBo
particularly beneficial to the non·
traditional student, one who ia returning to college after an abaence
of aeveral years, since it allows a
great deal of flexibility in acheduling.
Dr. Wester emphasized that a
student desiring a BGS degree
should be careful in choosing hia
field of study, since some graduate
schools might not conaider a BGS
degree adequate for an advanced
degree program. He further stated,
"The Bachelor of General Studies
degree is not a program designed
for advanced study, nor is it meant
to replace a solid major in a particular field. It ia inatead an alter-

native degree program available
for student& who do not want to
apply for a BA or BS degree."
The major difference between
the BGS degree and the BA or BS
degree program ia that the BGS
has no program requirements other
than an Interdisciplinary Studies
program comiating of 3 tO 8 credit
hours. As with other fielda of
study, the laat 30 hours muat be
taken at Edgecliff.
Under the BGS program the student is required to take 128 credit
hours and maintain a 2.0 average
in order to graduate.
A faculty committee shall be
formed to counsel the student in
the program and to set the guidelines f o r t h e Interdiaciplinary
Studies 451 program.
"The BGS degree program is
fairly popular on other college
campuses. However, the BGS program will be an experimental program to be reviewed annually by
the curriculum committee at Edgecliff College. This program will become effective in the fall of the

Upeo11ing theatre productions
lndude Irish play, rock ope~a

On the weekends of February
23-25 and March 1-3, our theatre
presented "The Empire-Suilders."
This was an existentialist play
written by Boris Vian and directed
"by Jane Goetzman. The actors and
act res s es consisted of Michael
Shooner, Vicki Bradbury, Mare
Nelson, Mary Lynn Rolfes, Dan
Dermody, and Mary Shaw. According to Robert Miller, chairman
of Edgecliff Drama D epartment,
this play was most successful.
Following "The Empire Builders" is "The Plough and The
Stars" opening on March 30-April
1 and again on April 5-7. Written
by Sean O'Cassey and directed by
Robert Miller, the setting for this
production takes place during an
Easter uprising i~ Dublin of l!h.6.

The main Edgecliff student actors
will be Pam Rohs, Vickie Bradbury, Peggy Halpin, Carol Y n
Reedy, Mike Shooner, Dan Dermody and John Matthews.
On the weekends ~f A~>ril 27-29
and May 2-5 Edgecliff will feature
" Right On Karl Marx," a new
rock opera. It will be directed by
Robert Miller and Edgecliff graduate Teresa Gibbons Creech. The
play was written by Mrs. Creech's
husband, K en.
Entertainment is a must for all
of us on weekends. Especially after
giving our last life to mid-term examinations. There's really no better way to make entertainment
come alive for yourself than to go
and get involved in one of Edgecliff Theatre's productions.

1973-74 academic year."
Another new degree program
which is effective immediately is
the Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
(BFA) . Thia degree program iB
designed to give the student a
stronger background in fine arta.
The requirements under thia progr!UJl consist of: completing the
general core curriculum of the college, declaring a full major in one
of these three areas; 50 hours in
Art, 40 in Music, or 36 in Drama.
Depending upon the major, the
student must also complete a total
of 24 hours in the other two fields.
Dr. Wester commented that "these
hours should be carefully worked
out to include history, theory, and
practical application of couraes
(studio)."
Further requirements for graduation include: extracurricular work
as specified by each department,
and senior thesis which combines
at least two of the arts fields. A
person graduating with a BFA degree reflects an expertise in that
area of study.

Panel members include, from left to right, Mr. Ron Wilson,
Mrs. Julane Katz, Mr. Brady Black, Mr. Lawrence Rogers, and
Mrs. Jenkins. Discussion centered on the right of government to
control media.

Successful programs
Mark priorities days

Here are a few of the comment.s
concerning Priorities Day this year:
Sue Kunkel: I would suggest
that, before another Priorities Day
is scheduled , a poll be taken of the
Edgecliff community to ascertain
the extent of support for the idea.
Judging from this year's attendance, I would assume that it is
generally considered valuable (but
it's good to know that for certain
before beginning t.he work) . Then,
. I just suggest starting very early
in contacting speakers.
Also, perhaps one of the most
important factors in tbf success of
the event is the involvement of faculty - this yea r the faculty were
invaluable in planning a lot of
By invitation of the First Nareally appealing programs with
tional Bank, paintings, drawings,
ve ry well-qualified' people.
·
photos, crafts and prints by EdgeWe cannot thank the faculty
cliff Art students will be on disenough for taking the time and efplay at their main office from
fort to schedule the excellent proApril 30 until May 25. Twentygrams. And, of course, it would all
five works will be selected by Edgehave been in vain if the enthusiasm
cliff Art . instructors for display in
of the student body had not carried
each category.
it. Jim Lorenz and I would like to
Joyce LaVoy is chairwoman of
thank faculty, studen ts, administrathe committee which will arrange
tion for their support. And special
the exhibit at First National. All
thanks to Sr. Ruth Nastold, Mrs.
works can be viewed during bank- Doering, and Chuck Matthews
ing hours from 9:30-5 :00 p.m.
whose assistance was invaluable.
weekdays at the main office at
Peggy Rossbech: The lectures
111 East Fourth Street. All art
works will be for- sale.
Exhibits in Emery during March
and April include drawings by Sister Ann Beiersdorfer's students
from March 2 to 18.
Margaret Hinders opens her display of paintings with a reception
on March 25 from 6: 30 to 9: 30.
Her exhibit will run until March
28.
Many people carry a stere~typed
Woodcuts and etchings by senior
opinion of Harlem. 'fhey view it
Karen Ulm will be shown from
negatively, as a cesspool of poverty
March 30 to April 2. Opening reand crime, and may never learn
ception is March 31 from 8: 00 to
about or experience the positive ef11:00.
forts which are being undertaken
Mrs. Esther Shapiro's students
in this community.
will display woodblock prints, etchHarlem Practicum, the brainings and silk screen prints from
child of Dr. Constance Carroll, is
April 8 to 24, and rounding out
designed to present to a small
the month, Gaj] Solway's batiks
group of i n t ere st e d student.s
will be hanging in Emery from
(through firsthand experience),
April 26-29 with April 26 from
ome of these developments, chiefly
5:30 to 8:30 slated for her opening
in the field of education.
reception.
The Practicum will last from
Spring will mark the return of
May 20 until June 4. Visits will be
the penny art sale where browsers
made to Harlem Prep, an academy
are invited to shop for paintings,
for high school dropouts, Malcolmdrawings, etc., by Edgecliff stuKing Harlem Extension School and
dents at bargain prices in Sullivan
Ned O'Gorman's storefront, a cenHall.
ter for pre-school children during
Anyone is welcome to browse
the day and older children at night.
through Emery at their leisure.
Dr. Carroll lived in New York
The doors are open from 1: 00 to
City from 1966-71 and did volun9:00 p.m. daily, and all are invited
teer work al Ned O'Gorman's and
to enjoy the atmosphere created in
Malcolm-King College. Other inthe historic home on the Ohio.

Students' · art
On display

covered a broad range within their
general topic. The presentations
that I attended were effective, informative, and well done. As a suggestion for next year - more opportunity to channel the interest
that was generated into practical
activities in the future, such as careers, volunteer work, doing something constructive.
Kathy Decker: I would have
liked to go to all of them and wish
so many didn't overlap.
Sharon McCall: Very nice; I
hope it will go back to two days
next year. The music program
went over very well and I hope we
have an even bigger music department next year.
Peggy Griebel: I thought it was
a tremendous success and Sue and
Jim are to be commended for the
wide variety of programs.
Pat Ober: I felt that I hadn't
wasted any time as I had in previous years. I especially enjoyed the
visual literacy presented by two
teachers from Milford.
Many students who attended the
program stated that they wished
that so many of the programs did
not overlap. They also liked the
eye-catching signs created by Eugene Carter.

Studies in Harlem
U ndergo planning

:.."

1

·E xam schedule

Rigidly enforced
The Office of Academic Affairs announced the strict adherence
of the college to the final examination schedule as set up by Sister
Mary Elizabeth Riney, whose office is responsible for scheduling.
Dr. William Wester, quoting a letter from Mr. Robert Buse,
stated, "The entire student body (should) be officially informed of
the college's position on adherence to the final exam schedule."
Dr. Wester further elaborated on the college policy by stating,
"In the future all faculty members will be expected to adhere to
the examination schedule as it has been previously set up. This
schedule will be rigidly enforced and all students can expect to
take final examinations on the day scheduled rather than on the
last day of clas es."

teresting facilities within the com·
munity will also be toured.
The duration of the time spent
in New York City will not be
strictly limited to work. On the
weekends the students will be able
to view the scenic sights of New
York.
By participation in the Practicum, two credit hours can be
earned and transferred to either
the education, psychology or sociology department. The cost will be
$45 per credit hour.
The Practicum will, hopefully,
give the participating st u d en ts
" . . . exposure to a culture quite
different from that in which they
have 1 iv e d all their lives, and
should do much toward broadening
their outlooks .. ."
Any interested student should
get in touch with Dr. Carroll by
l'ither stopping by hl'r office, AD
6, or by calling her on Extension
265.
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Mrs. Jenkins practices
Teaching with enthusiasm
by Sten Collopy
"If I could be born again, I'd

\.

want to be sixteen right now. There
are so many more opportunities
available to w o m e n graduating
from college than there used to
be."
Mrs. Carolyn Jenkins, asaistant
professor of the Sociology Department, believes "really, there is only
one requirement for teaching enthusiasm."
At first, Mrs. Jenkins was going
to be a bacteriologist.
"I transferred to a small liberal
arts college like Edgecliff, and
there was a requirement that
. everyone take some social science.
"I went all the way to the top,
to the academic d ean, trying to
wriggle out of the requirement because all I was interested in was

biology. They wouldn't let me out
of it; I had to take a social science.
I took a course in sociology, and I
liked it."
Mrs. Jenkins discovered that sociology gives an insight into people
and their relationships. Now, she
derives satisfaction from teaching
at Edgecliff.
"It's so important that people be
informed."
Mrs. Jenkins thinks the Equal
Rights Amendment is a good idea.
She believes it will help break
down the sex roles in which males
and females alike suffer.
"Males are possibly more discriminated against than females."
Mrs. Jenkins would like to see
competition taken out of education.
"I want people to compete with
themselves. I believe competition

has caused many problems of race
and sex: under competition, people
only feel worth something when
they' re ahead of someone else."
Mrs. Jenkins believes the best
thing about Edgecliff is the students.
"Students nowadays are much
more interested in their studies
than the students I went to school
with .. . . They're more alive to
what's going on in the world. ·
"The worst thing, if there is a
worst thing about Edgecliff, is that
it possibly does not exploit one
hundred per cent its advantage as
a small college where informality
could be the rule."

Mrs. Carolyn Jenkins makes her point.

....

Editorial

..

Women rise as sisters in protest,
Now we can turn to the "child,"
Dear Editor:
Today a great many people have itself. We ask, "Is it human?" We
become increasingly aware of and can go to Webster's and find a definition for human being but it really
concerned with all types of problems - national, economic, c1v1c, doesn't satisfy our needs. If the
ecological, etc. A problem that has unborn child is not human at a cernot been taken care o.f. and that tain age in its development, then
seems to be continually forgotten, when do we say that it becomes
such? How does one test for such
is that of the aged.
a quality? What sort of concoction
What are we to do with those
elderly people who cannot remain can the chemists and biologists and
at home, who need a certain psychologists produce to determine
this?
amount of nursing care, who are
Do you agree that the definition
pushed into a nursing home, and
are forgotten because they have no of murder is the intentional killing"
family or because their family has of one human being by another?
If not, then I have no further arno time for them?
These people need help, friends, gument with you. Your language is
and love. They need, more than different than mine. If, however,
ever, to have someone with them you do agree to this definition,
often - someone who can reassure then; I will further ask you, "Is
them that they are not cut off the unborn child human?" If you
answer "yes," then I say that aborfrom their family and others.
While visiting Grandview Manor tion can be nothing but murder
and is, therefore, legally wrong
Nursing Home one evening, I
(setting aside the recent abortion
stopped in to see my friend Maruling). If ou say, "I don't know,"
tilda. "Till" is in another world a world of the past. She can never I will argue that, if you do not
leave this world since it is all she know whether you are shooting a
knows. Day after day she sits alone hunter or a deer, if you aim your
gun and shoot knowing full well
in her room.
that it could be either, you are
As I began to play my guitar
and sing for Matilda, she was able · guilty of murder regardless of what
to follow along and sing parts of your prey is. If you answer, "No,
the song with me. She left her past the unborn child is not human," I
world and stepped into the present. will reply, "Prove it."
Margie Wetterer
It couldn't have lasted more than
sixty seconds, but she did it!
Sixty seconds may seem like an Dear Editor
(or to whom it may concern):
insignificantly short time to the
The g e n e r a 1 attitude of the
healthy, average person. But, to
Matilda, these were · sixty seconds Edgecliff Community at any time,
more than she had had in a long any place, on any subject is: "so
time. She began to be more aware what." So, it's Student Government
each time I came to visit. She Elections time ... "so what."
Well, kiddies, it may sound like
seemed less nervous and more cothe "old Howdie-Doodie time rouoperative with her nurses.
Elderly people who are "put tine, smile pretty and bestow goodaway" and left alone are very ies upon the public." But taken to
frightened people. They know they a more responsive level of commuare only waiting to die. It would nication, it could become the anbe much easier for them if they swer to many of those "so whats"
knew they would not have to meet that keep popping up.
This year there were only four
their Maker all alone. Wouldn't it
be great if one out of every thirty students who responded to the "so
people in the city of Cincinnati be- what" of student government's plea
for survival. These candidates must
friended an old pe rson?
Someday the favor might be re- have realized that there exists at
least an iota of "whats" possible
turned.
Barb Daugherty
within the organization. "What,"
though, depends on the amount of
Dear Editor:
Something needs to be said about active participation the community
an e x t re m e 1y important topic of Edgecliff can see fit to bestow
which doesn't seem to be getting from the bottom of their hearts.
The other part of the "what"
enough in-depth examination on
campus. The topic is one of great happens, obviously, to be the "so"
importance - in fact, it is a matter - or the pattern by which the organization must function, which, as
of life and death . What is this
pressing matter? It is the recently a matter of course, has many diverse and devious channels which
approved abortion law.
must be traversed in order to perThe argument goes that a woman has the ultimate right over her ceive the light of accomplishment.
The game therefore becomes: if
own body. But, look again. Even
suicide is illegal. One does not you can fool all of the community
have the right to take their own none of the time or some of the
community some of the time, then
life.
From the e two examples, we you can fool most of the community most of the time. OR, "who is
can conclude that, in American society, murder is wrong- if not to be master" . . . impenetrability,
that's what I say.
morally (in some cases) at least
Cindy and Judy
legally.

Fight against sex diKrimination
by Pat Soellner

Women rising up as sisters, sisters in a movement that is very
seldom laughed off as a joke any
longer. Women agree that the feminist movement has changed and
still is changing their lives. Men
must know by now the important
role a woman holds in society today. A society that a she can create as well as a he.
But there are still some sexist
undertones muttered in certain
chauvinistic comers. I feel those
undertones come directly from a
lack of knowledge concerning this
movement.
For one thing, women do not
wish to be equal to men on a physical level. That can never come
about. But, women do wish to be
equal on a social level. Thie is the
level where women are guaranteed

Students
Reading

equal rights along with equal respect as a human being. This is
definitely the level of jobs. Equal
pay for equal work. Women have
come pretty far in this struggle.
You not only see women as telephone operators, but you also see
them climbing telephone poles.
But all is not perfect, there is
still sex discrimination on the employment market. A leading Cincinnati department store refused
to hire a female in the sporting
goods department because, as the
manager put it, "Men only."
Thie is not right. Especially
when the woman was more versed
in selling camping equipment than
a lot of salesmen, who cannot even
"pitch a tent."
Many people suggest the Better
Business Bureau. W'ell, the B.B .B.
certainly cannot play God. And, it

doesn't even try. Think for a second - guess what sex the B.B.B.'s
primarily composed of?
In a marriage all women ask for
is to be considered as an individual.
A separate being from her husband
with her own preferences. A woman should be able to pick her line
of work as well as her husband can.
And if that work is professional
housekeeping or a professional
electrician, she should still be
granted the respect every indiuidual deserves.
When Helen Reddy, composer of
"I AM Woman," accepted her
Grammy Award about two weeks
ago, she made an earth-shattering,
mind-blowing comment near the
end of her thank-you. It follows:
". . . and most of an thank God,
because she makes everything possible." Sisters and brothers, ponder
on that for awhile.

lack enthusiasm;
lab lies dormant

by Nick Schenkel
Has the Great American Dream
died at Edgecliff or is it simply
hiding, lying dormant? One of the
best self-improvement courses ever
offered in this area is populated by
only a few of our more adventurous
students.
The program I speak of is the
R eading and Study Skills lab headed by Mr. Jack Finley of the Education Department. In this program one can learn to improve
reading and study skills at one's
own pace. There is no competition,
only self-satisfaction for a job
well done. The Reading Lab is
individualized and free of charge.
The opportunity for improving
yourself mentally can be arranged
at any time convenient to the student. The student sets up his own
program in collaboration with Mr.
Finley, integrating the study lab
with your class schedule.

Still, few students are taking courses which can cost as much as
advantage of the reading lab.
$300. Compare that cost with the
Many students compl~in they on-campus free program.
have no time. No time for improvThe length of Edgecliff's Reading their reading and study skills, ing/ Study sessions are as long as
yet too many people seem to have a student may need or desire it.
plenty of time for "rapping away" . The average amount of time dehours in the Garden Room! They voted to the lab is spaced out over
c~uld possibly be improving their one semester . The entire program
minds, but are definitely stuffing is individualized to suit your needs.
their stomachs. The time spent in
Why· not try the old refrain, "Is
the Reading and/ or Study Skills it relevant?" It certainly is. In all
Lab need not be monumental ; areas of interest from art to zoolhowever, many can benefit from ogy a good grasp of reading and
spending only a few hours a week studying skills can only help, not
to gain knowledge of how to com- hinder future endeavors.
press reading and study time into
I gnorance of the program is poshalf the time usually spent study- si bly justifiable, for many have the
ing.
idea that the program is some sort
Not convenient? The entire pro- of remedial program. While this
gram is open on campus in the may hold true in some cases and is
Administration Building durin g an excellent reason for seeking
school hours. There's no need to h elp, it is not the entire story. This
go running downtown or wherever program, this experience, is for
to other "Reading Improvement" anyone who wishes to learn how
to read and study more effectively.
There are no claims 'of instantaneous success. This program will help
one read faster, with more comprehension and understanding.
one thing without the worry of
The program is designed for
other subjects. The interim pro- anyone who feels he or she could
vides a time for teachers and stu- use some improvement in developdents to experience and explore the ing their study skills. As stated
extraordinary, and some of the earlier in this article, "has selfcourses are extraordinary. Some of improvement, a part of the Amerithe courses include a weaving can Dream, died at Edgecliff?" I
workshop on the farm , a practicum prefer to think not; rather, it lies
in Harlem, Women : Past, Present, donnant. So why not improve it.
Future, The Museum in Modern
Run, don't walk, to Mr. Finley's
Society and Vatican III. A com- office, AD 317, and sign his appointment book to see how he can
plete list and further information
help you. The program and a much
can be found in a booklet which
can be picked up in the office of be tter awareness of one's world is
waiting. All you must do is ask!
Dean Wester.

Interim schedule announced
Edgecliff College is pleased to
announce an interim academic
term from May 14, 1973, to May
31, 1973. Registration is completed
upon payment of tuition. Tuition
must be paid and registration finalized in the Office of the Registrar between May 1-4, 1973. The
purpose of the interim is to provide a time for courses which for
practical reasons are not offered
during the course of a regular semester. During the interim, the
student may become immersed in
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Poet's Suicide
Why

Never a poet stood on straight ground
settled in the still eye like a root
nor read a word without divining underneath
some little horror.

Can't I Tell You I Love You ...

The tip of my glass tongue
sticks to the roof of my hollow mouth,
never forming the words that my
hands long to help express.
My lip tightens, then twitches.
Sweaty fingers clench themselves in despair .
. . . The point to which words arrive
never is very far,
as consciousness of the light
ends with the perception of the glare.

I oozed out the juices from my swollen seed
I vacated to Nassau for a weekend the rains there zeroed down like broken sticks
on my skull and I
didn't splinter one bone.
From the shadows where the sea echoed
in the raging darkness of their houses
the poets looked up
in time to see me sell my eyes
for a ticket
home,

by Robert Bell, Jr.

And they wrote to me saying
I had been excommunicated
and would I please turn in my
pens, books, conches,
and love letters to Dylan Thomas
as they were sure someone else could do better,
and be much tidier, besides.

by Kaye Ornella

Into locked gem boxes I place
water beads
and they die
for who can live
in splendour
without hope.

by Linda B erkemeier

Someone's cat saw me
!eaning on the blade
locked on the horizon like a hanging man.

Glazed Smiles
wonder child you live no bounds
starstruck by day
sun ridden in flowing hours of the night
i question what do you see
in dreams of tomorrow
are you alone
or do you need me
i know your laughing eyes
but do you really see me
could i be just another way
for some other lost day

Caged

by Carolyn E. R eedy

Many do not see
the rainbow which the snow holds
in crystal prisms.
by cer

Sunny Desert Death
He walked on. The pause had heel) only momentary, though it may
have been otherwise. He had been walking for six hours now, and while
he saw little sense in continuing, there seemed even less reason to stop.
"W!hat makes this spot so much better than what lies over that rise?"
he would ask himself, ne rvously fingering the heavy metal object in his
pocket.

desperation

So he had continued for six hours, walking aimlessly and giving no
thought to anything othe r than his own tortured self ... he was, of
course, lost. Lost . . in the very big, very dry, very deadly American
desert. And while this seemed to suit his purpose, he could not help
feeling somewhat uneasy at the dryness that covered his throat like a
sandpaper blanket. He knew what this desert could do to a man who did
not respect it. And as he did respect it, the insanity of what he was
doing rang even clearer in his mind. But even as he thought of this, the
intense heat forced its way through his sku11, and into his brain, where
it began the slow work of transforming all his ordered blacks and whites
into a muddled confusion of gray.

(blood red dressing drips
from the fork
while saliva flows
from his mouth crumpled napkin falls
to-the floor
while he belches
silentlyand this beast, being drunk,
falls asleep
with his face in his stew ... )
I find myself lowered to this contemplation
to keep my mind off of you

by Michael Shooner

Union
I want to be inhaled by you.
I want to fly with you
throw my eyelids to the blue
fall into your rainbow.
White mist catch m e in your heartcage.
To exist like the breeze in you
catching falling bits
paste them to my soul.
Page through them to find me.
Stars revolve around thy haloed eyes.
mo~ns nest in thy body.

by Linda B erkemeier

His reason for beginning this journey, that could have only one end,
was now little more than a fleeting shadow in the mist of his fading
memory. But h e still remembered. H e had to.
An argument.
It seemed strangely humorous to him now. That something as common, as eve ryday, as inconsequential as an argument, could end in this
blind rush to self-sacrifice ... "sacrifice to what? ... the god of meaninglessness?" he asked himself, chuckling softly. H e knew he was becoming delirious - the first stage. H e wondered why h e had bothered
bringing his revolver along. Could it be h e didn't trust the dese rt to do
the job in a thorough enough fashion? " You've got to be kidding, Peters."
And a moment late r the weapon was hurtling through the oven air to an
unknown destination. But he could not forget it. Why did h e bring that
gun? The thought consumed him now in the way that a small match
consumes a huge mound of dry leaves. The desert is more than enough
. . . why did I bring the gun? He repeated this sentence again and
again until it became meaningless, and then h e forgot it.

An hour passed. H e had found a large rock and h ere h e sat, being
baked from all sides at once. He fe lt compelled to move and that feeling
bothered him. Why should h e move ... was this not a fitting place? ...
no, he answered himself.
From the corner of his eye, he caught a glimpse of a lizard ripping
across the dry, dead ground and kicking up a trail of dust that lingered
for a moment after the little beast had disappeared. Without knowing
why, Peters decided to follow it. For the remainder of the afternoon he
zig-zagged the desert floor in the manner of a man possessed, his eyes
always to the ground.
The lizard, apparently frightened past the point of insanity by the
frantic chase, did not slow down as it approached its familiar desert
pond, but dived headlong into it.
Peters stopped, staring down at his own disbelieving expression. He
slowly knelt and began to drink the cool, clear, underground spring water.
He splashed it on his face as he felt life in his veins once again.
As he rose from the pond, he lost his footing on a wet rock and
severed a vein in his left leg. He quickly bandaged it with a piece of
his shirt, but it had bled heavily. He felt drowsy, and within a few
minutes he was asleep on the bank of the pond.
He awoke in the morning feeling refreshed and immediately went
for more water. As he drank, he imagined, or thought he imagined, a
slight crack of twig or kicking of stones behind him, but he finished
drinking.
When he turned to rise, he found himself staring into the hungercrazed eye of a mountain lion that had smelled blood and come for the
kill.
,~:

~·

Peters reached for his gun.

by Mike Shooner
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When My Day Is Done

,

Pre-pageant festivals of humiliation
Scrutinized closely are the social gatherings set in the card house
Conspicuous caucus of the bodies - bedecked and bedazzled
Saturday's play outlined - appropriate roles assigned

When the night blue descends
I find the darkness blessed
~Y your warm shoulders of tenderness.

Even when the dawn's light draws near
you are still with me
close by softly.

And the big wheels roll on.
Strutting gingerly down the lighted gangplank
Robot-like, each with a separate individually designed wind-up key
Come the glamorous, glittering beauties in single file ,
Pepeodent smile painstakingly painted on every face
Impressing a few chosen justice donors selected for their social fix
Personified ballot boxes taking character leeaons from the past
IBBuing forth a living exhibit

And when my day is done
curved above the setting sun
let the memory of you
rest in my last dream.

by Terri Miatler

Skin diving can be learned by anyone.

To Grandfather, Dying m a Hospital

Regally consigned to a sponsor's trust
Much has been spent- standardized mechanization
Clothed and coiffured in a gown and hair style of patchquilt ads
Pencil lines, perfumed mask - vanity's delight
Modesty thrown open to sentimental eyes
Cocoon-like development, wings still wet, shaky, untried
Fed by gracious applause - no longer unsettled

Shadows on steel
who rules the night?
no number of moone in the room
can render the darkness bright
shadow only is your friend tonight
the seed of grief bursts darkly
into bloom

Cheesecake too can be stamped and dated.
Powdery amphitheaters reconciled by voracious mass media
Coverage is an affirmative prime-time gesture
Criticality plugs in the lightbulb of materialism
Engendered in the courtly parade of paramount vanity

anonymous

A Story

Break out the animal crackers.

I

i met him on a beach one day
we talked for a little while
we played and dreamed in the clear hot sand
we plunged into rough-flinging waves
then without warning he sighed and was gone
i quickly understood a frightened glance
in one pulsing movement i felt pain in his tender grasp
and knew his time was drawing too close to a cloee
for i too was once lost and dying
i too craved realization and peace
a search through days of chaos with no answers
left me crawling; in a world of crumbling dreams
crippled dreams which left me nowhere
maybe because they never came true
they only exploded into black depths of destruction
which pierced a wandering mind and soul
and finally i climbed a desperate flight to the stars
a flight that ravaged and tore
.too often i stood helpless and crying
in a pain too great to bear
if only eternity was as certain
as the fix which was so easily controlled
a fix promising moments of quick-flying peace
a peace which in tum fled to deep-moaning madness
a gloating nightmare of time
mind and body screamed recognition
knowing this condemned habit must stop
then the angry war which almoet murdered forever
was consciously fought and finally was won
and now i somehow face but still shyly
a patterned morning freshness emerging in each newborn day
i am no longer so unsure of a smile which can heal
those careless days and nights of climaxed despair
stormy hours taught the necessarily unbearable lesson
a cringing leBBOn that backfires the voice of a needle
yes, that first glorious rush is the evader
but it takes mounting pain to see and to devour
the creator of a peace that lets you fade and die

Defeat must be an inevitable realization
Pursuit of further educ1'tion is the arrow for many
Open prey to saliva-laden, black glassed plaster scouts
Interested only in exploitation for gain - a piece of the action
The choice is simple - who paid the highest price
The machine is on the lam.
Floral bundles, jeweled tiaras, multitudes of contracts await victory
Her individualism to be extracted for full term
Imprisoned in a world of tinsel, crystalline cut glass
Contest queen's mind has been locked in a combinationless vault
Her loved ones being held incommunicado
Even people can buy brooms.
Now she watches through a one-way window from a penthouse
Chaperoned widow for a full term - no dates
Wined dined, exhibited, offered, propositioned
All th~ while an eager population. clamors for action en masse

All the champagne and caviar could not buy back your freedom.
In the end of the reel she stands with a tear in her eye
Pleading for one last chance to play another role
She knows that the answer lies elsewhere - exit this merry-go-round
Let someone else try and grab the elusive golden ring
Explode this heroic myth - exodus goes the terrestial auto-pilot.

by Neil Jaffe

The Roans and the Hired Hand
The hay is waiting
for my hands to tie and stack it
the hired hand glares over at me,
coughing hot resentment my way
So brightly the lark
sings of summer sky coming.
Snow has no larksong.

I heard the wild horses they split the wind with their voices
russet and steaming
they swayed in the desert
the sun's golden polish
had them gleaming

by Carolyn Reedy

i saw him on the beach one day
i feared his quick and lonely cry
but i was helpless and could do nothing
you see every. junkie has to learn all alone
to combat the fear and those lies
for a junkie falls sporadically like crumpled brown leaves
in the autumn
he alone slowly witnesses the gripping shadow of a sordid death
that will come
i only hope and pray
that someday he will not lose this vicious and untimely battle.
by mooch

The hay is waiting
for my hands to tie and stack it
the loft is wide and empty
the kittens are sleeping now
in back of the stalls
I rode the wild horses caressing their necks with soft noises
broad and auburn
they kicked up the desert
in patterns like filigree
with us the moon rode.
high and proud
William strolls over to me,
as plain and as arrogant
as chewed tobacco, spat out on the road
"The hay is waiting," he says.
Such fiat blue eyes glittering!
He doesn't even see
my fine roan.
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I got up from the shade
and went to the fields but just for the horses,
just for the wild red horses
and the loving sun.
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by Carolyn E. Reedy ·
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'Death To Life' series opens
Several a c ti v i t 1es are being
p l a n n e d by Edgecliffs campus
ministry for March . and April. A
series entitled "From Death to
Life" starts things moving. This
call from death to life dares us to
open our minds to a whole new
dimension to life, a dimension
without insensitivity, narrow vision
or the hopelessness we sometimes
see in life. The Christian is a new
creation, as significant as the first

Places to go
Plays:
March 12-17 I Long Day's Journey
Into Night by Eugene O'Neil.
America's premier playwright
pitilessly probes his nightmare
memories of f a m i l y life and
achieves a drama of electrifying
impact. I Playhouse I call for
show times 421-3888.
March 19-31 I God.spell I Shubert
Theatre I 8:30 and matinees
Wed. & Sat. 2:00
March 29 - April 15 I A Streetcar
Named Desire by Tenneaaee
Williams. Pretense of gentility
and breeding vanishes in the face
of animal desire's mounting momentum. A stunning dramatic
achievement by a major playwright at the peak of his career.
I Playhouse I call for times 4213888.
·March 30, 31 & April 5, 6 I Plough
and the Stars I Edgecliff Theatre
Concerts:
March 14 I Santana I Cinti. Gardens I 8:00
March 17 I DEODATO, hit CTI
recording "2001" I Music Hall I
8:30
March 18 I Mac Davis and Helen
Reddy I Music Hall I 8:00
March 23 I CSO and Northern
Kentucky State Collere Choir
with Erich Kunzel I Music Hall
I 11 a.m.
March 27 I Les McCann, a performing arts series at Mt. St.
Joeeph I 8:30
March 30, 31 I CSO with Erich
Kunzel conducting I Music Hall
I 8:30
April 5, 6, 7 I Philharmonic Orchestra I Corbett Auditorium I
8:30
Films:
March 15 I Shakespeare: Soul of
an Age, Enter Hamlet I EC,
Grace Hall 101 I 3 and 4
March 30 I Trash I UC, Great
Hall I 7 and 9:30 p .m.
March 31 I Monika I UC Great
Hall I 9:30
April 6 I Devils I UC Great Hall I
7 and 9:30
April 14 I Andromeda Strain I UC
Great Hall I 7 and 9:30
Exira things to do . • • free
Cincinnati Art Museum,
Eden Park
'
Open Monday through Saturday
10 a.m. · 5 p .m.
Sunday and holidays 1-5 p.m.
Taft Museum,
316 Pike Street, downtown
Open Monday through Saturday
10 a .m . · 5 p.m.
Sunday and holidays 1-5 p.m.
Natural History Museum,
Gilbert Avenue
Open Tuesday through Saturday
9 a.m. - 4: 30 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Contemporary Art Center.
115 East 5th Street
Open Tuesday through Saturday
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 1-4 p.m.

creation. This new being has a new
life given by Christ. He calls us to
a new awareness of this life for it
is life which is the whole Christian
idea.
The series will be on Monday
evenings from March 12 to April
16 at 8 p.m . in Grace Hall 102.
The first topic to be covered over
the six-week period will be "Life
10-Death 4." Here, Fr. Czillinger
of Mt. St. Joseph College will dare
us to think in new terms about
death and about the personal
"deaths" we experience each day.
On March 26, Dan Rall80hoff will
discuss how idealism and reality
collide in every sector of our community as he asks, "Can we survive the wreckage," in "Values in
Confrontation." On April 2 the
topic will be "God, the Unlikely
Survivor" by R a b bi Solomon
Greenberg as he diacuues the role
of religion in the drama of tomorrow. Dr. George Parsons of the
University of Cincinnati will diacuss "Sexuality and intimacy on
the College Campus" on April 9
with a reacting panel of students.
Tony Dreskin will conclude the
series on April 16 with the "Co-

existence of Oppoeite Values" as
he explores the source of our creativity and thought processes.
At first glance you might wonder
how these topics relate to campus
ministry. Take a closer look. Each
topic deals with some aspect of
life and life is what being a Christian is all about.
The weekend of April 6-8, twenty students will "Break Through
the Meniscus" at the waterhole on
Wilz's farm in Brookville, Indiana.
If you would like to be one of these
twenty students, pick up a form in
Dr. Wester's office. This weekend,
conducted by Fr. Ray, Aichele,
Fr. Jim Trick and Dr. Bill Wester
will involve a variety of techniques
to enhance self-development and
interpersonal relationships. Th e
weekend will help break through
the surface area and the vicious
circles of life and open the way to
better communication with yourself and others and an appreciation
of the environment. A weekend in
the country to get away, go more
deeply into life's meaning, find
new direction, clarify your goals
and become a more authentic person.

Attention English Majors!
An Open House for all students interested in majoring in English will be held on March 28 from 3-5 p.m. in the Alumnae Lounge.
The entire faculty and senior majors from the English Department
will be hosting this gala event. Dr. Betz, chairman of the department, will address the gathering, followed by refreshments and an
informal discussion of the specifics involved in being an Edgecliff
English major.

Student ·center open
Rules set for its use
The new Student Center, located
at the exit from the lower parking
lot, is now officially open. The
house is the larger white one which
Father Stritch vacated last year.
There are, however, several rules
which will apply to its use. The
building will remain open to students of Edgecliff College and their
guests. No guest is to be permitted
in the Student Center unless accompanied by an Edgecliff etudent.
Any group which uses the facilities
of the Center is responsible for the
conduct of that group and the
guests of that group.
The Center will be open Monday
through Thursday from 8 a .m. to
11 p.m., Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays from 8 a.m. until 1 a.m.
There are' to be no fewer than two
persons in the building at any time
it is open.
The Vice-President of Student
Government will be in charge of
scheduling events which will requi ':'e previous planning and room
reservations. Any matters of question will be taken to .the entire
body of Student Government.
Each student must respect the
rights of others and accept the responsibilities and duties which correspond with the rules and policies
of the Student Center.
The ultimate responsibility of
the Student Center is that of the
Dean of Students, Sister Ruth
Nastold, with direct delegation of

.

certain responsibilities to Student
Government and delegated representatives.
The official rules for use of the
Center are as follows:
1. Use, possession, or distribution
of illegal drugs is prohibited;
2. No posters or signs are to be
hung on the walls. They are to
be placed on the bulletin board
or designated space only;
3. Facilities of the Center may not
be used by an organization or
group without previous arrangem ent with the Vice-President of
Student Government;
4. Equipment and furnishings
shall not be removed from the
building;
5. Damage to the building or its
facilities shall be paid for or
replaced by the group or individual responsible for the damage;
6. Persons u sing the Student Center are expected to clean up the
area before leaving;
7. Anyone over 18 is permitted to
drink 3.2 beer in the Student
Center: No wine or hard liquor
will be permitted on the premises;
8. There are to be no fewer than
two persons in the building any
time that it is open ;
9. Failure to comply with any or
all of the above rules or policies
may result in disciplinary action by the Student Government Review Board.

Neil Jaffe, Paul Cupito, and Bob Rowekamp in the television lab.

Television studio
Becomes reality

"Quiet . .. I iue, four, three, two . .. "
"Ready on one"
"Punch up two"
"Fade three"
This is what you might hear if
you happen to be passing Grace
Hall 205 on Friday aftern~ns.

Garce Hall 205 has recently become Edgecliff's television studio
and Jab for Education 353 (Introduction to Television and Film
Techniques). This ia a new course
added to the curriculum thanks to
a Federal Gr~nt; The Higher Education Act of 1965 made it possible
for Edgecliff to purchase the
equipment for the studio. It's not
just like CBS or NBC, but practically comparable with three Sony
portapack video cameras on tripods with separate viewing monitors, a special line monitor with a
video recorder, a deluxe audio system with reel-to-reel tape, turntable and AM-FM receiver, a special lighting system and three
quardial microphones and a special
effects generator to give the show
an authentic touch.
Each of the fifteen members in
the class is required to write, produce and direct their own televi-

sion show which gives them all a
chance to work with equipment in
the studio and lets them realize
the detailed procedure in producing a live show.
Each person also has two projects outside the lab: a film project
which can include slides, photographs or movies, and an audio
project: either a documentary, music session or audio drama.
What's a nice studio, though,
without someone to communicate
the process and equipment? Two
talented instructors have been
demonstrating the best ways to use
the equipment as well as safety
and care. They are Mr. Neil Jaffe
of Edgecliff's Education Department and Mr. Tony Procaccino, a
director of performance and creative arts at the Fairview Am Center. Mr. Procaccino, however, after
getting the class off to a good start,
has taken leave for other pressing
matters.
Future education in the schools
is going to be dependent on media
and this course gives future teachers a chance to have a helper (media) such as closed-circuit television, fihn cameras and tape video
recorders.

Chorus set for tour
The Edgecliff Singers and Choral
Ensemble are making last-minute
preparations for their upcoming
concert tour around the midwest.
One of the first stops will be
Wright State University in Celina,
Ohio. On that same day, March 18,
the groups will be singing at Immaculate Conception Church, also
in Celina.
Monday, March 19, the chorus
will be in Saginaw, Michigan, at
Warren A v e n u e Presbyterian
Church. Toledo, Ohio, is scheduled
for the next day with the concert
at McAuley High School in that
city.

By Wednesday, the group will
be singing at Independence Presbyterian Church in Independence,
Ohio, with Euclid, Ohio, scheduled
for Thursday, March 22, at Boulevard Presbyterian Church. Both
are suburbs of Cleveland.
The next two stops, Saturday
and Sunday, will be in Bovard and
Murrysville, Pennsylvania, for concerts at St. Bede's Church and
another Presbyterian church in
the hometown of Mr. Lee Spear,
the conductor.
A final home concert is scheduled for March 30.

Grant approved for workshop on urban eclueation
The Martha Holden Jennings
Foundation has approved a grant
request to the Education Department at Edgecliff College of $2000
to be given to teachers in urban
schools as scholarships to the
Workshop on Urban Education on
campus from July 23-27. Sister

Virginia Ann Froehle and Dr. Constance Carroll are coordinating the
workshop and sought the grant.
Tuition for the workshop which
is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
is $40 (non-credit) . Fifty teachers
from this area will attend on scholarship. During the four se ions

held each day, local and national
speakers will consider cultural and
economic differences and their relation to learning in the schools;
alternative methods of teaching in
education; success in city schools;
individualized learning programs;
behavior modification; and commu nication involving different dialects.

Bill Wood and Cliff Kersker perform in McAuley Hall during
Prioritie Days. The mu ic department is now featuring the
choral group in a three-state tour during spring break.
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Despite loss

Pioneers end season
On enthusiastic note
The successful season of the
Edgecliff Pioneers came to an end
Friday night, March 2, in the Williams YMCA Gym. Although the
Pioneers were scrappy and aggressive, they were defeated by the
" hot-handed" Ohio State Dental
Frate rnity, 93-76.
In the first few minutes of the
game, the Pioneers were startled
by the crisp, sure-shooting hands
of the Buckeyes and fell behind by
a score of 6 to 0. Led by the rebounding power of Jim Lorenz and
Steve Melzer, and the accurate
shooting of Bill Harvey (21 points)
and Jim Jackson (19 points) , the
Pioneers surged back to within a
few points of the Buckeyes at half
time.
Starting the second half as they
began the first, the Ohio State
Buckeyes ripped the nets for four
quick points. However, pressure
defense from Paul " Clutch" Rude-

miller soon put the defensive machine of the Pioneers back in gear.
For the next ten minutes the
Pioneers and the Buckeyes exchanged basket for basket. How~
ever, with the period half under
way, the Pioneers hit a cold streak
and the Buckeyes took advantage.
The "hot" hands of Jerry Helmers, Bud Jackson, and Joe Giromada soon pushed the Ohio State
Dental Fraternity to a comfortable
twelve-point lead.
With two minutes left, a final
spark was provided by reserve
guard Bill Berger, whose shot from
twenty feet out burned the nets
for two quick points.
However, before this spark could
ever ignite. the morale of the Pioneers was broken when playercoach Bud Jackson swished a shot
which he called his "routine layup." This "routine layup" was a
sixty-foot set shot which resembled

that of an aerial bomb. The last
minutes dwindled away and the
Ohio State Dental Fraternity had
defeated the Edgecliff Pioneers.

SPORTS

photo by Terry Armor - Cinti. Post and Times-Star

Comment

Oly•pics-a true· test of skills ?
From left, Edgecliff's Steve Melzer, Jim Jackson, Jerry Gillespie,
and Jim Lorenz try for a win in their last game of the season.
Though they lost this one after a good game, the team is looking
forward to next year.

1OOth Anniversary

May · Festival alive ·
The 1973 Cincinnati May Festival will be a joyous celebration of
the lOOth Anniversary year of this,
the oldest . continuing choral festival in the United States. Samuel
F. Pogue, president of the May
Festival Board of Trustees, has
announced the programs, conductors, choruses, and soloists to participate in the four gala centennial
concerts which will span two May
weekends.
Robert Shaw will open the Festival on Friday, May 18, conducting Penderecki's "St. Luke Passion." On May 19, James Levine
will conduct the "Symphony of a
Thousand," Mahler's Eighth. The
following weekend, on Friday, May
25, Leonard Bernstein will conduct
Beethoven's " Missa Solemnis," The
closing concert, on May 26, will

bring Robert Shaw to the podium
again to conduct Part I of Handel's
"Israel in Egypt," Britten's "Spring
Symphony," and "Ode to Joy"
from Beethoven's Ninth.
Dr. Pogue, who is Associate Professor of Musicology at the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, said "We are
thrilled to have three of the world's
most respected conductors coming
to Cincinnati for the lOOth Anniversary May Festival. With Bernstein, Shaw, and Levine we have a
musical triumvirate that will be the
envy of other Festivals throughout
the world. I'm happy that we will
be able to provide for these gentlemen the talents of our own great
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra in
all of the performances. We will
also have approximately 1200 of
the top choral singers in the area."
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Munich and the summer of '72,
and athletes gathered at this Olympie site for two weeks of "fun and
games." But p u z z 1 in g events
clouded the spirit and joy generated by the games and brought
doubts to mind about their future
worth.
Members of the radical Black
September movement saw Munich
as a political arena in which they
could display their griefs and hatreds. Could the deaths of eleven
Israelis been averted if the Olympies had been less publicized? Will
others now see this as a chance to
forward their cause at future
games in an attempt to publicize
their cause to the world?
Mark Spitz used his Olympic
popularity to propel himself into
the entertainment industry (and a
million-dollar contract) . Are the
Olympics being used by Spitz and
others for their own personal gain?
Do the Games promote brotherhood and good will, or are hard
feelings the result among nations?
Allegations of favoritism and dis-

crimination on the part of Communist Bloc countries dampened
the spirit of the Games. Boxing,
gymnastics and diving competitions
were tainted by cries of U.S. officials over the scores handed to
their athletes.
The Olympics were designed to
give amateur athletes throughout
the world the chance to gather and
compete on a physical level simply
for the sheer pleasure of competition. Now the Games have evolved
into heated battles; man against
man, but most of all, nation against
nation. No longer is the trite
phrase, "It's not whether you win
or lose, but how you play the
game," applicable.
The big question is: Are the
Olympics fulfilling_ their intended
purpose, or are they being manipulated by nations to promote selfesteem? As with the Munich Olympies and other past Games, they
appeared to the public to be simply
a fight between the U .S. and the
U.S.S.R. over the total number of
medals won.

The f u t u r e of the Olympic
Games depends on the 1976 contests in Montreal and Innsbruck.
If the Games continue to be arenas
for political forces to battle out
their hatreds, total abolishment or
de-emphasis of them seems to be
the only solution.

Strike
Pins fly, balls roll and tempers
flare as Edgecliff's bowling teams
meet every Wednesday. The teams
converge at Mergard's Lanes on
McMillan at 3:00 for two hours of
tough, competitive action.
First place is held by the Hotshots consisting of Dennis Sies,
Paul Cupito and Kathie Martin.
Paul feels they owe their success
to the fact that "we work 'together
well , but we also have fun while
we're doing it."
Comprising the Bad Bow!Prs are
Carol Ducheny, Nancy Wiedman
and Nancy Caddell; the Pinups
consist of Josefina Miyar, Joanne
Birkenhauer and Carol Bartholomew; Ellen "Twinkle Toes" McDermott, Vicky "Leadfoot" Herbert and Margie Kartye are the
Three Musketeers, and last place
is held by the Crusaders, Guy
Powers, Steve Imholt and Bill
"Steele ShaU" Berger.
In order to raise money for trophies the teams will hold a bake
sale Wednesday, March 14, on the
ground floor of Sullivan Hall from
10· to 1:00.
Numerous unexpected incidents
have occurred including pins and
balls stuck in gutters and balls
prematurely thrown (knocking
down racks instead of pins), but
still the members show up each
week for more physical and emotional abuse.
But why do they give up their
Wednesday afternoons, when they
could be doing term papers or
studying for tests? Because, as Ellen McDermott stated, "I like the
people I bowl with." and besides,
says Kathie Martin, "It's good
exercise."

